L ABELWATCHER®
YOUR TURNKEY INSPECTION SOLUTION FOR LABELS
The LabelWatcher® is the universal inspection system for labels on objects such as bottles, jars, cans and containers:
Global players in the cosmetics, food, pharmaceutical, personal care and automotive industries use the turnkey inspection system to check design elements, and appreciate its ease of use.

FIND OUT
MORE.

The INTRAVIS LabelWatcher® checks labels and
printing accurately and reliably

Take the efficiency of your production facility to the next
level with the LabelWatcher®. The extensive statistical
functions identify all the information and trends you need
to optimize the operation of your production line.
By creating an interface between the labeling machine
and the LabelWatcher®, readjustments of the labeling dispenser heads can be carried out fully automatically. As well as minimizing material and product
rejects, this enables complete fulfillment of quality
standards in the area of product design and labeling.

The LabelWatcher® can be operated in a user-friendly
and time-saving manner. In just a few steps, you can
create a completely new reference. When changing
the product, valuable time can be saved by simply
switching between the references.
The end result is less time and effort and more reliable operation of your production line.
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Inspection speed
GENERAL INSPECTION CRITERIA FOR LABELS
\\ Presence
\\ Identity
\\ Position
\\ Rotation
OPTIONAL INSPECTION CRITERIA FOR LABELS
\\ Fold and bubble detection
\\ Print error on the label
\\ Quality of print image (OCV)
\\ Offset of the artwork on the label (print-to-cut error)
\\ Offset of the artwork on the object (artwork error)
\\ Inspection for double labels
\\ Presence of a batch code
\\ Reading plain text codes (e.g. UFI code with OCR)
\\ Reading barcodes
\\ Reading QR codes
\\ Inspection of serialization numbers
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\\ Up to 50 objects/second
Integration
\\ Available as a stand-alone solution or integrated
into your labeling machine
ENHANCED QUALITY CONTROL
\\ Inspection for properly positioned and closed closure
\\ Inspection of bottle orientation
\\ Color inspection: correct bottle for the dispensed
label
If you want to increase the efficiency of your labeling
process, choose the LabelWatcher®.
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